
Windows Server: Network 

Monitoring for Enterprise 

Troubleshooting (Netmon)  

WorkshopPLUS 

Overview 
This is a two-day intensive WorkshopPLUS course  designed to 

empower IT Pros (experts on an enterprise technology such as 

Windows, AD, SQL, Exchange, IIS.) with protocol analysis techniques 

to go beyond limitations in existing logs and tools. These are the 

techniques used by top tiers of Microsoft Support to troubleshoot 

complex cross-technology issues including authentication, packet loss, 

network file interactions, application delays, page load performance, 

and more.  

 

This workshop is designed to empower the attendees to quickly identify 

the nature and cause of problems, using authoritative application 

agnostic tools, and to effectively collaborate across technology clusters.  

Key Features and Benefits 
This workshop provides extensive hands-on work analyzing traces of 

practical enterprise situations. 

The labs include a balance of pre-captured data representing real world 

problems along with live classroom re-creations of enterprise failure 

scenarios. 

Numerous examples are included in the content which enables: 

• Customizable focus (instructor can focus on the elements that are 

most relevant to the audience and leave further examples for self-

study)  

• Audience access to many examples that can be reviewed after the 

workshop 
 

Technical Highlights  
After attending this workshop, students will be able to: 

• Identify network related problems affecting applications/servers of 

interest 

• Read network traces of technologies such as Kerberos, SMB, RPC, 

TCP/IP which are most used by Microsoft enterprise software 

including Exchange, SQL, SharePoint, Windows/Active Directory, 

etc. 

• Collaborate effectively across technology clusters using product 

agnostic tools and data 

Application logs are not 

enough! Enterprise IT pros 

need authoritative cross- 

technology insight to 

troubleshoot enterprise 

scenarios. 

Netmon provides unique 

insight through a product 

agnostic view of transactions 

between applications and 

servers. 

Target technology audiences 

include Windows/AD, SQL, 

Exchange, SCCM, SCOM, 

and IIS/SharePoint. 
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This workshop runs for two full days. Students should anticipate 

consistent start and end times for each day. Early departure on any 

day is not recommended.  

 

Module 0: Introduction, Setup, and Overview. 

 

Module 1: Netmon: Getting Started.  The objective of this module 

is to provide an overview of the basic Netmon functionality and 

tools. 

 

Module 2: Troubleshooting TCP/IP. This module describes 

networking fundamentals with specific emphasis on 

troubleshooting. It uses raw TCP/IP,HTTP and SQL Server 

examples. 

 

Module 3: SMB/CIFS.  This module covers SMB/CIFS protocol and 

its troubleshooting scenarios.  

 

Module 4: RPC. This module covers RPC protocol and 

troubleshooting scenarios. Special focus is given to the challenges 

of RPC and firewalls in the enterprise.  

 

Module 5: HTTP. This module covers HTTP, web performance 

scenarios (including a SharePoint performance example), SSL 

decoding, and related tools/plug-ins. 

 

Module 6: TCP/IP Expanded Troubleshooting. This module 

explains additional TCP/IP troubleshooting and scalability scenarios 

for the enterprise, and covers additional tools for TCP insight. 

  

Module 7: Advanced Netmon Usage. This module describes 

advanced scenarios including boot tracing, minimizing capture 

impact on production servers. 

 

Module 8: Authentication. This module describes Forms, Basic, 

NTLM and Kerberos authentication. It also covers top Kerberos 

authentication problems. 

 

Target Audience: 

To ensure the high-

quality knowledge-

transfer expected by the 

attendees of this two 

day workshop, class 

size is limited to a 

maximum of 16 

students who meet one 

of the following criteria: 

Expert administrators of 

enterprise systems 

such as SQL Server, 

Exchange, 

Windows/AD, SCCM, 

SharePoint, etc., who 

are motivated to add a 

powerful new layer to 

their troubleshooting 

abilities 

 Network/firewall 

administrators who 

want a deeper 

understanding of how 

Microsoft enterprise 

products use the 

network in order to 

collaborate effectively 

with server/application 

teams 

 

Hardware 

Requirements: 

Contact your TAM if the 

necessary hardware 

needs to be provided.  

If you are attending an 

Open enrollment 

workshop, the hardware 

will be provided for you. 

 

Syllabus 


